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J.L. DI MAYO, in charge of Public Relationship and communication on

the Nuclear Power Station of Cruas Meysse in Arděche France.

Video Intervention Wednesday February 3. in the morning.

The largest Fresco in Europe on Cooling Tower of Nuclear Power

Station.

The Nuclear Power Station Cruas Meysse is on the most important communica-

tion way of France, in the Rhone Valley, between the Rhin and the Mediterranean

Sea.

In the South of the Rhone Valley, the Nuclear Power Plant is situated near the ve-

ry important site of "TRICASTIN", the largest nuclear area in France.

Cruas Meysse has a very good integration to the economie, social, and cultural

sheme ; that's why EDF and the Arděche Department had enter into partnership to

associate art and tecnology of our time, and offer a work for everybody - "Le Ver-

seau" is the largest fresco in Europe - It gives a gigantic signalling system to the

Arděche Department, because the Nuclear Power Station has a very interressing

position, close the motorway A7, the National 7 road, and the way of high speed

train (TG V) an another symbol of the high french technologie.

This painting delights the mystery of the nuclear station. It inertes to hav e a new

attention on a technological world, often unackowleged.

"Le Verseau" gaves a reality to fondamental elements wich are the richness of the

Arděche. "Air and Water", for us , french nuclear plant operation, there are those

elements, main point to our environnment, we want to preserve.
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ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
Presents

THE CRUAS FRESCO

Voice off:

Dreams sometimes come true. The largest fresco in Europe, if not in the world, can
now be seen on one of the cooling towers at the Cruas power station in the Arděche.

Gigantic and symbolic, justifying painter Jean-Marie PIERRET's choices for the si-
tes of his mural paintings.

In this case he wanted to portray water an air, two elements attaching man to nature
and life.

ITW Henri TORRE :

"These is a model partnership between EDF and the Arděche Department. I would
also like to add that the Arděche Department has severe water problems, and we did
not hesitate in taking the opportunity of symbolising them in this large fresco".

ITW Painter :

"The work is being done in several phases ; We are now in the first phase of clea-
ning the tower".

Voice off:

"Dust and lichen sticking to the concrete are removed by high pressure hoses. This
cleaning is followed by the application of a base layer which acts as support for the
fresco itself. All work teams are made up of mountaineers. They are used to working
in dangerous environments, and know how to measure the danger and take necessary
safety precautions".

ITW Jean-Marie PIERRET :

"Preliminary work on this project was carried out on a model that was finalized this
winter. The model was then transcoded into digits and numbers".
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Voice off:

A computer straightens the image and then translates it into numbered and colored
rectangles so that work can be done in two dimensions on the huge surface of the to-
wer.

This work is sponsored by seven partner companies and the Arděche Department,
who have pooled their talents for a year to bring this fabulous artistic adventure to
life.

Jean-Marie PIERRET has built up a team of nine mural artist to paint the fresco. He
will guide them by radio. Each will srcupulously follow his painting instruction
book.

ITW Painter :

Men working on the tower will use this rope access technique to get to their wor-
king platforms so that they do not lose time moving them up and down throughtout
the day".

Voice off:

"This mountain technique saves about 2 hours per day".

ITW Roger CARREL :

"The first impression is fantastic. These towers seemed to me rather primitive bar-
buric at first signt. I now find them likeable even artistic.

(Off) I thought that the vapors coming out of the tower were noxious, when (pic-
ture) I was told that it was just steam I can reassure a lot people and appear very in-
formed".

Voice off:

For millions of travellers using the National 7 road, the motorway or the high speed
train, the Cruas fresco is now a landmark in the Rhone valley, representing the Ar-
děche and the gateway to the Mediterranean world.
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Henri TORRE :

Senator an President of the Arděche Conseil General.

Jean-Marie PIERRET:

Creator of the fresco

Roger CARREL :

Actor

Some figures concerning the Cruas fresco :

- The cooling tower

Height: 155 m

Tower diameter : 130 m

- The fresco

Hieght: 135 m

Surface: 13 500m3

Idest: 4000 liters of paint4 to cover the 600 000. 15 cm squares in 3 graduated
colours with 20 different shades plus white.

- The different steps :

A six-month study

A three-month work

8 000 hours of work during

6 weeks for the

9 painters-climbers.

The fresco "Le Verseau" as been computed thanks to ...


